CHARACTERIZATION OF FIBER BRAGG GRATINGS WRITTEN IN LARGE MODE AREA FIBERS
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In această lucrare se prezintă fabricarea rețelelor Bragg foto-inscripționate în fibre optice cu o arie largă a modului (ALM) și monomod standard folosind tehnica măștii de fază și un laser KrF cu lungimea de undă de 248 nm. Rețelele Bragg obținute au o reflectivitate de peste 90% și au fost testate din punct de vedere al sensibilității lor funcție de temperatură, respectiv tensiune. Rezultatele obținute evidențiază o mai bună stabilitate în tensiune a rețelelor Bragg inscriptionate în fibre ALM în comparație cu a celor inscriptionate în fibre monomod standard, de aici și avantajul utilizării rețelelor Bragg inscriptionate în fibre ALM ca senzori de temperatură.

In this paper we report on strong fiber Bragg gratins (FBGs) photo-written in a large mode area (LMA) fiber and in a standard single-mode fiber using a conventional phase-mask technique and 248 nm KrF excimer laser. The obtained FBGs had the reflectivity over 90% and they were tested regarding their sensibility in temperature and in strain respectively. The measurement results show that FBGs written in LMA fiber are more stable under strain than FBGs written in single-mode fiber, hence the advantage of the FBGs written in LMA fibers for temperature sensor applications.
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1. Introduction

Since optical fiber was asserted by its great advantages as main transmission medium for light, many applications on communications and sensing areas were derived based on it during the years. Among these, the fiber Bragg
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gratings (FBGs) have opened the opportunity for the development of a large variety of optical fiber sensors and of fiber telecommunication devices, also [1].

A FBG consists of a periodic change in the refractive index of a fiber core caused by exposure of an interference pattern of an UV laser beam [2].

The FBG written in single mode fiber became one of the most commonly used device in optical fiber communications, signal processing and optical sensing [3, 4]. Many times it was considered as a reference in characterization of the FBGs written in other types of optical fibers [5, 6]. Among these, the large mode area (LMA) fibers have been extensively developed in order to make transmitting of a high power signal through the optical fiber possible. The LMA fiber is characterized by a large core diameter in order to avoid the nonlinear effects and by a very low numerical aperture which limits the permitted modes number to a few modes or only to the fundamental mode. Particularly, a single-mode behavior of the LMA fiber is very desirable in high power fiber lasers design, in order to get a high quality output beam [7].

The FBGs written in LMA fiber have been largely studied and used in communication systems, being mostly employed in fiber laser designs [8, 9] and in characterization of modal coupling of the FBG in LMA fiber [10]. However, the FBGs written in LMA fiber could be also attractive as sensing elements grace to the LMA fiber easy coupling with light sources and due to the robust fiber characteristics.

The most tempting way to characterize a FBG for sensing purpose is basically related with its well known sensitivity on strain and temperature reflected in Bragg wavelength shift of the FBG under test. In practice it is difficult to distinguish between Bragg wavelength shifts caused by the temperature change or by the applied strain, because in most of the real situations the FBG supports the environmental changes of the both parameters (temperature and strain) at the same time. Hence, it is simply desirable to get FBG having either high temperature sensitivity, while its strain sensitivity is low or vice versa, according with the target parameter to be measured.

In this paper we report on strong uniform FBGs, photo-written in a LMA fiber and in a standard single mod fiber (as reference) using a conventional phase-mask technique [11] and 248 nm KrF excimer laser. All optical fibers were hydrogen loaded prior the inscription process [12] to increase their photosensitivity. We obtained gratings with high reflectivity of 92% for FBG written in LMA fiber and of 93% for FBG written in single mode fiber. All gratings imprinted in these fibers were rigorously tested. The temperature and strain sensitivity of the FBG in LMA fiber have been derived and compared it with those of the FBG written in a standard single mode fiber. The temperature coefficients for FBGs written in LMA fiber and standard single-mode fiber were similar. However, the strain coefficient of LMA fiber FBG was by one order of
magnitude smaller than that one corresponding to FBG written into single-mode fiber. These characteristics show the advantage of using the FBG written in LMA fiber for temperature sensor applications without needing a strain compensation. The LMA fibers are robust, could use cheap and powerful light sources, therefore the FBGs in LMA fiber are attractive as sensor elements in a harsh environment.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present the experimental conditions including materials used and experimental setup. In Sect. 3 we show the relevant results and in Sect. 4 we draw the conclusions of this work.

2. Experimental conditions

A. Materials

The LMA fiber employed in experiment had the core diameter of 20 µm, the clad diameter of 400 µm, and the numerical aperture of 0.06.

The OFS single-mode fiber used as reference had the following main properties: core diameter of 4.4 µm, 125 µm clad diameter, numerical aperture of 0.16, and a cutoff wavelength of 960 nm ensuring that light propagation in the fiber core in the 1060 nm region would be single mode.

To increase their photosensitivity both types of fibers were highly hydrogen loaded prior inscription by placing them into a pressure controlled hydrogen chamber under pressure of 130 atm and room temperature, for 4 weeks (LMA fiber) and 1 week (OFS fiber) respectively.

B. Set-up for writing FBGs

All gratings were written using phase-mask technique. In Fig. 1 the schematical set-up used for inscribing FBG in LMA fiber case is presented. A similar arrangement was used in the case of writing FBG in OFS fiber. The photoprinted process was carried out using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser with a repetition rate of 30 Hz. The UV laser beam was focused over a perpendicular direction to the phase-mask surface. The optical fiber was placed parallel and close behind to the phase mask surface within a few microns distance. The LMA fiber was exposed for 2 min to the beam laser of 25 mJ energy. The phase-mask employed in the photo-imprinting process of the FBG in LMA fiber had the uniform period of 744.51 nm and was manufactured by Ibsen. The OFS fiber was exposed to a 20 mJ laser beam energy of through a phase mask with a constant period of 730.69 nm (supplied by Stocker Yale). The exposure time in the OFS case was approximately of 40s. The length of all gratings was of 1 cm.
During the photo-inscription process the optical fibers were connected to a broadband spectrum of an Yb-doped fiber ASE source and to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) – ANDO AQ6317B with the resolution of 0.01 nm, in order to monitor the gratings growth.

The piece of LMA fiber in which we have written the FBG was connected to the interrogation light source and to the OSA using two pieces of LMA fiber spliced with OFS. The ends of the LMA fiber pieces which were spliced with OFS fiber were tapered prior to fusion splice (Fig. 1 inset). The fusion splicing between the two pieces of LMA fiber or between OFS and LMA fibers, was carried out by using a commercial splicing machine (Ericsson FSU 995 FA Fusion Splicer). The tapered end of LMA fiber was fabricated by heating a short region of the LMA fiber up to approximate 1450 °C and then slowly pulling the fiber in opposite direction [13] till the fiber diameter in the heated region became close to OFS diameter. Finally the tapered fiber end was obtained by transversal cutting of the fiber within the waist area of the tapered fiber.

After the photo-imprinting process, the fibers containing FBG were annealed by leaving them into an oven for 48 hours at 60 °C for hydrogen out-diffusion.

The reflection and transmission spectra of the obtained FBGs in the region of their Bragg wavelengths were measured with the same OSA, using as interrogation light the same broadband spectrum supplied by the Yb-doped fiber.
ASE source. The FBGs spectra were normalized with respect to the source spectrum.

C. Characterization of the obtained FBGs on strain and temperature sensitivity

The characterization of the strain sensitivity of the obtained FBGs was carried out by applying longitudinal tension to the grating using a fiber handling device and a computer control similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The tension range varied from 0 N to 5 N for FBG in OFS, or up to 6 N for FBG in LMA fiber. The tension values applied to the FBG were rigorously set each time by a dedicated LabView program.

The temperature measurements were made using an oven with a temperature accuracy of 0.1 °C. Each fiber containing FBG was placed inside the oven, while the temperature was linearly varied from 25 °C to 150 °C.

In both cases of measurements, the FBGs under test were interrogated by connecting them to the Yb-doped fiber ASE source, and the Bragg wavelength shift was measured using the same OSA as we described above.

3. Results and discussion

The measured FBG spectra corresponding to both types of fibers are shown in Fig. 2-a) for OFS fiber and in Fig. 2-b) for LMA fiber, respectively. The FBG inscribed in OFS had the reflectivity of 93%. For the FBG written in LMA fiber, the fundamental Bragg resonance had a reflectivity of 92%.

![Fig. 2 The spectra of the FBG written a) in OFS fiber and b) in LMA fiber.](image-url)
The wavelength shifts of the fundamental Bragg resonance for the applied tension and temperature are presented for the OFS fiber in Fig. 3 a) and b). For the FBG written in the OFS fiber the strain and temperature coefficients were measured to be 1.04 nm/N and 4.38 pm/°C respectively.

![Fig. 3 Dependence of the wavelength shift of the FBG written in OFS fiber on a) applied tension and b) temperature.](image)

In Fig. 4 a) and b) the wavelength shifts of the fundamental Bragg resonance for the applied tension and temperature are presented for the LMA fiber. For the FBG written in the LMA fiber the strain and temperature coefficients were measured to be 0.1 nm/N and 5.8 pm/°C respectively.

![Fig. 4 Dependence of the wavelength shift of the FBG written in LMA fiber on a) applied tension and b) temperature.](image)
It is observed that the temperature coefficients for FBGs written in LMA fiber and standard single-mode fiber are close to each other. The strain coefficient of the FBG inscribed in LMA fiber core is by one order of magnitude smaller than the FBG written into single-mode fiber. These characteristics show the advantage of FBG written in LMA fiber for temperature sensor applications.

4. Conclusions

Strong FBGs in LMA and OFS fibers, having the reflectivity over 90% were fabricated by phase mask technique. The fibers were highly hydrogen loaded prior to photo-inscription process in order to increase their photosensitivity. All gratings imprinted in these fibers were rigorously tested. Particularly, the temperature and strain sensitivity of the FBG in LMA fiber has been derived and compared it with those written in a standard single mode fiber. The sensitivity level in temperature of the FBG written in LMA fiber was comparative with that of the FBG inscribed in OFS fiber core, while the strain coefficient of the FBG inscribed into LMA fiber core was by one order of magnitude smaller than the one written into single-mode fiber. These characteristics demonstrate that FBGs written in LMA fiber are more stable under strain than FBGs written in single-mode fiber, hence the advantage of FBGs written in LMA fiber for temperature sensor applications. Furthermore, LMA fibers are robust, could use cheap and powerful light sources and, therefore, FBGs written in such a fiber are attractive as sensor elements in harsh environment.
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